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Born in El Paso, Texas, Mariel grew up believing that imagination is a way to escape. She
is a dreamer. Emotion drives her inspiration.
Games, metaphors, irony, reflections, wit, and imagination surrounds her work.
The pieces encourage the viewer to observe and discover unexpected elements and
mystery. One by one they are unique. The goal of her work is to create an opportunity for
the viewer to depart reality and represent emotions people would rather ignore.
She is currently living in San Antonio, Texas completing her bachelors. She just
finished a Summer Residency Program at the San Francisco Art Institute. It is in Mariel’s
plans to pursue her MFA after completing her bachelors. Thanks for excepting this small
commission to sketch Granada residents who will not forget your visit, come back soon.
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“Lend your ears to music, open your eyes to painting and stop thinking! Just ask
yourself if the work has enabled you to walk about into a hitherto unknown world.
If the answer is yes, what more do you want? “ Kandinsky 1910
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In his own write: "First of all, we came 10
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here to study English and get some new 13
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experiences, after some time started
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think about reach something else, like a 20
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job where we could improve our English and gain some money. After that idea, we talked with a friend,
Guilherme and He gave us a tip about work on the Hotel, it was
exactly what we wanted. That’s the reason why we're here today. All
this happened in the perfect moment, looking for a new goal to
reach. Be simple is to be great, try do your best at every where and
anytime. The goals to reach: improve English, travel over the coast
of Califorfnia, get experiences." English perfect, no but way better
than my Portuguese. Welcome to the Granada where the need for you in
our dining room abounds and the English flows like honey. Ed.
Luciano Tulio
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The Granada tour goes to
AT&T Baseball Park once
again, Monday the 29th of
August to watch our San
Francisco Giants play the
Chicago Cubs at 7:15 pm,
Kevin will distribute the
tickets to our first Granada
night game. Don’t forget a
Granada staffer will meet
you there with beverages
and peanuts, popcorn,
pretzels, the lot! Our new
player, Carlos Beltran might
provide just the power bat
San Francisco needs to
make another deep playoff
run. That’s general
manager Brian Sabean’s
hope, anyway. Rental
referrals are important to
us, so for the month of
August every successful
referral we receive, a $200
reward is posted. I hope
this will cause you to
recommend The Granada to
your friends and
colleagues because the
payoff goes both ways.
Don’t forget about not
feeding the pigeons, it’s
illegal and messy. April,
my daughter the aspiring
PhD who is finishing her
dissertation in her fifth
year, brought her beau
Brennan, an independent
filmmaker, up to San
Francisco recently; he
created a short horror film
about paramedics which is
being shown at various US
film festivals, go Brennan!
This is one of our best
months for weather so
enjoy it!
My door is always open.
Thanks.

